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Introduction

uring a meeting with some HR executives many years ago, a loud

exclamation made everyone in the room jump: “Please! Please fire

me!” An employee was screaming just outside the door with

desperation in her voice. “I can’t stand my boss! It’s torture coming to work

every day!”

Her words struck right to my core — not just because of her shocking

outburst, and not even because I had already spoken to many like her

throughout my coaching career. I got chills because, at one point, I was her. I

felt her pain, and I knew it all too well.

Before launching my coaching business, I had worked for a boss who

made work an absolute nightmare. This supervisor wasn’t the kind of absent

leader that leaves you to your own devices, although that kind of leader can

also sap the atmosphere out of a workplace. No — instead, this leader actively

worked against me. He twisted my words, sabotaged my work, and portrayed

me to others as hopelessly incompetent. I could barely look at my supervisor

without nausea setting in because of the stress he caused me, and I would lie

awake at night wondering how he would try to betray me the next day.

To make things even worse, my coworkers also took up arms against me.

I was excluded from team activities, kept out of meetings, and left out of

important emails; they also spoke to me with a condescending voice. John

Maxwell says that everything rises and falls on leadership. A leader sets the

tone for his and her followers, and this leader’s tone was openly hostile toward

me, so everyone else’s was too.



With my supervisor and my coworkers working against me, I was

destined to fail. You can’t win a war on two fronts, especially one in which you

don’t even know why you’re fighting. I could barely get anything done, and

believe it or not, neither could anyone else. I had become such a big target that

most of the team was no longer pursuing the company’s strategic goals as a

priority. Most of the employees were focusing on the supervisor’s primary goal

of getting me fired.

Finally, I got so fed up that I quit… and I used my experience as a model

of what not to do when leading. I made it my mission to bridge the gap

between employees and supervisors — to learn how they best work together,

boil it down to a science, and help cultivate an emotionally and financially

thriving culture in every business that hired me.

Since then, I have conducted thousands of workshops, surveys, and face-

to-face interviews. I have spoken to hundreds of thousands of employees and

supervisors on every imaginable rung of the corporate leadership ladder. I

have seen businesses in many industries transform their turnover rate,

engagement, efficiency, productivity, customer satisfaction, and ultimately, their

bottom line. And what made the difference for them?



Trust & Accountability!

In my 25-year corporate leadership coaching and speaking career, the two

areas where companies needed the most help — and that were most vital to

their success — were, and are, trust and accountability. Many workplaces

suffer from a huge divide between the supervisors and the employees — a

divide that easily allows doubt, assumptions, and fear to fill in. Everything rises

and falls on leadership, and for better or for worse, the leader is responsible

for his or her team. It is up to the leader to bridge that gap. And leaders can

only bridge it when they hold themselves accountable and prove themselves

trustworthy to their employees.

In Please Fire Me! I Can’t Stand My Boss, I have outlined the same seven

principles of leadership that have helped me help corporations turn around

their culture and their revenue, with the practical dos and don’ts that bring

those principles to life. I have also included my signature Accountability

Performance Model © in the book for your reference, or for you to use as a guide

when creating your own. Implement the insights in this book, and you can

create a high-trust accountability culture in your workplace.

NOTE: All of the stories in this book are true. They are drawn from my

experience working with various companies as a leadership corporate

strategist. To protect the identities of the parties involved, all proper names of

companies, locations, and individuals have been changed.
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Principle 1 

Have Integrity

Sophia’s Legacy

ophia Alexander was one of the most effective leaders I worked with

in my career as an executive coach. Sophia was an executive with more

than 30 years’ experience working for a company with several locations

around the globe. In that time, she had cultivated a reputation that preceded

her. Before I even met her, I had seen the impact that her integrity and

competence had on her peers, her employees, the customers, the vendors, and

even the greater community. She was known for her innovative problem-

solving and great communication skills, and she had the lowest turnover rate in

the company to show for it.

One day, as I was walking through the halls of this company, I saw what

looked like the start of Sophia’s team meeting. The conference room was

neatly arranged with tables, chairs, and a large screen. Each employee had

come prepared to take notes, and none of them had a phone out. This team

was clearly expecting a productive discussion. They were relaxed, and even

actively engaged. They talked, smiled, and laughed with each other as they

waited for the meeting to start. It wasn’t awkward or tense; it was comfortable



and professional. Sophia was definitely doing something right! When I saw her

at the front of the room, I asked if I could sit in to observe, and she said yes.

I have attended so many meetings that they tend to blend together in my

memory. Most meetings are not grounded by an agenda, and the employees

scroll on their phones or stare blankly ahead until they’re called upon. None of

that was going on in Sophia’s meeting.

The meeting began on time, and in the first thirty seconds, each

teammate had an agenda, someone was assigned to take notes, and the

meeting’s talking points were projected on the screen at the front of the room.

Everyone could see all the team projects, who was accountable for each

project, the deadlines, and the metrics for measuring the results.

Sophia facilitated the meeting with precision. She addressed each

teammate directly, asking specific Team Performance Questions such as:

1) What went well with your job this week?

2) What did not go well?

3) Where did you get stuck?

Accountable leaders use open-ended questions like these to draw out

important details from their employees, and then they use those insights to

lead their teams more effectively to improve performance, enhance

communication, and solve problems.

As the meeting continued, the team members took turns like clockwork,

answering each of these questions thoughtfully and confidently. Not only were

they knowledgeable about their assignments, but they also trusted Sophia

implicitly. If something didn’t go right with their projects, they weren’t afraid to



tell the group. They didn’t have to keep silent for fear of looking incompetent

or being punished. Why? Because that wasn’t the culture in this department.

As the meeting came to a close, the subject turned to Sophia. After her

long, illustrious career, she would be retiring soon, and the team’s appreciation

of her was evident. Everyone went on about how much they would miss her.

Someone even admitted that he would “take a bullet” for her. The rest of

Sophia’s team laughed, but they all nodded in agreement. Whatever Sophia had

done for them, they were all willing to catch bullets on her behalf. Of course,

this was only an expression, but it spoke volumes about her leadership style.

Once the meeting was over, I asked Sophia if I could learn more about

how she led her team. “Your team loves you, and they love working here,” I

said. “You just can’t fake that behavior. To what do you attribute this

incredible leadership win?”

She replied, “When we win, we do it together.” She spoke about her team

with great sincerity and pride. “If we fail, I have to be the first to accept

accountability. I consider failure an opportunity to shift gears and get the team

back on the right track. This attitude has helped my employees feel

comfortable asking for help when they need it. They are committed to the

team, the organization’s strategic goals, and their results have created great

success for this company. The leader’s attitude has such an impact on the team,

and of course, the team directly impacts results.”

Sophia practiced many of the high-trust accountability behaviors outlined

in this book. If you follow her example, your team can pull together to help

your organization meet its loftiest goals.

“High-performance teams thrive with high-trust, accountable leaders.”

~ Bella Cruz



Principle 1

Have Integrity

�e Dos

1) DO create trust with others

One company I worked with was being audited as part of its annual

inspections. When one department’s compliance was called into question, the

executive in the room started asking questions, including whether that

department was compliant. Everyone said yes.

The executive then turned to one of the directors in the room and asked

him directly, “Are they compliant? I know you will tell me the truth and not

just what I want to hear.” The room went silent.

Most people don’t get put on the spot like this in meetings. However, the

point of this story is that everyone has a reputation. Your history follows you

into every situation because you create a public impression of yourself every

time you take action with others. When your actions give people a reason to

trust you, they trust you, and when they trust you, you will be able to lead

them much more effectively. People want to follow an accountable leader with

a track record of overcoming challenges with integrity and competence.



“A leader’s most powerful ally is his or her own example. Leaders don’t

just talk about doing something; they do it.”

~ John Wooden

2) DO be honest

Honest leaders tell the truth. If they make a mistake, they are the first to

admit it, and they do whatever they can to make it right. These leaders serve as

an example; they communicate with their actions that honesty is an important

value to the company. They model honesty for their employees and expect

honesty from them in return. This naturally develops a high-trust culture of

accountability in the workplace.

“Honesty is a key characteristic of a business because it sets the tone for

the kind of work culture that you want to create, provides consistency in

workplace behavior, and builds loyalty and trust in customers and

prospects.”
1

3) DO respect everyone

Respect is foundational to integrity. No one wants to work with or hang

around with people who don’t respect them. Disrespect might look like

promoting yourself and not others, not giving others credit for their

contributions, holding yourself and others to different standards, or treating

someone unfairly because of his or her job or position.

“In an HBR study of nearly 20,000 employees, half of those don’t feel

respected by their bosses. Respectful leadership means treating everyone

regardless of rank, status, or position, with the same genuine regard and

consideration you would like them to give you… When employees feel



genuinely respected by their boss, they are more likely to work hard, stay

loyal, and go the extra mile when the going gets rough.”
2

Someone who has integrity gives respect first. Respectful, integrous

leaders know their team’s capabilities and promote teamwork. When they are

speaking to others, they listen without interrupting or dominating the

conversation. They respect the privacy of their employees and ensure that they

are providing their team with a dignified, collaborative workspace. These

leaders make decisions based on what’s right, not based on employee

personalities or “personal favorites.”

When employees feel like you’re respecting their time and their jobs, you

will get their commitment when it comes to making team decisions. As with

honesty, respectful leaders set the tone for the office atmosphere and surround

themselves with people who prioritize respect. In meetings, people will be

engaged with you instead of with their technology; when you acknowledge

them, they will acknowledge you.

Everyone wants to work with a supervisor who respects and cares about

them. If you become an intentional leader who respects and appreciates the

diversity of and contributions from each member of your team, they will help

you meet the strategic goals of your company.

“The supreme quality for leadership is unquestionably integrity. Without

it, no real success is possible, no matter whether it is on a section gang, a

football field, in an army, or in an office.”

~ Dwight D. Eisenhower



4) DO keep your promises

Over and over again in workshops, I hear stories from employees about

supervisors who promise awards, luncheons, bonuses, and celebrations for

jobs well done; but some never become a reality. When this topic comes up,

employees often get emotional.

On the other hand, when I’ve conducted leadership masterminds and

workshops, supervisors admit that they do appreciate their employees and

want to celebrate them — but they’re busy. Time passes, and before you know

it, they’ve broken their promise to their employees, which affects team

dynamics.

It’s important to be accountable. Do what you say you’re going to do and

be on time with your commitments. If you cannot do something, keep the

team members updated and tell them why you can’t do it. When you keep your

promises, your credibility goes up, and you start building solid relationships of

high-trust. The foundation of every relationship is trust, and when it’s gone,

everyone knows it.

“Trust is like the air we breathe — when it’s present, nobody really

notices; when it’s absent, everybody notices.”

~ Warren Buffett

5) DO be dependable

Having integrity includes being dependable. When leaders are

dependable, they show up! They are reliable, and the team can depend on

them to consistently support them and keep them informed. They also keep

their commitments to the team, their projects, and the organization. When you



are reliable, it helps you earn credibility, foster trust, and sustain a culture of

integrity.

6) DO hold yourself accountable

It is easy for some leaders to want to appear as though their judgment is

perfect, and sometimes they might even avoid owning up to their mistakes. But

teams cannot grow in any substantial way when the leader isn’t holding himself

or herself accountable first. Leaders lead by example. Blame-throwing leaders

create blame-throwing cultures, and accountable leaders create accountable

cultures.

Accountable leaders take responsibility for the successes and failures of

the team and its projects. They recognize their role in — and responsibility for

— developing the team. If a team member fails, the leader is ultimately

responsible, and he or she should be proactive in developing the expectations,

goals, resources, and support that the team needs to succeed.

When leaders admit to their mistakes and take ownership of them, they

can fix the problems and move past them more quickly. This inspires the same

accountability from the team. They feel empowered to ask for important

resources and information. Ultimately, the team performs better, and the

company gains a competitive edge.

People learn by watching others, and how you hold yourself and the team

accountable determines whether or not the team trusts you to lead.

7) DO have courage

Good supervisors stand tall against adversity that works against them or

their teams; they support their teams and provide them with resources.



Leaders demonstrate integrity when they dare to do the right thing, especially

when it’s not popular! It takes courage to own your mistakes, to defend your

team when it makes mistakes, to face problems head-on, and to address team

conflict promptly.

Being a leader is not always easy, but courage will help you become the

leader your team needs you to be. By courageously implementing all the

principles in this book, you can create for yourself a reputation of integrity and

earn the loyalty and engagement of your team.

“The courage of leadership is giving others a chance to succeed even

though you bear the responsibility for getting things done.”

~ Simon Sinek

Throughout this book, you will find questions designed to help you

assess your leadership style in order to self-diagnose where you are exceling

and where you can improve to build your team(s). I encourage you to take the

time to answer these questions to help you take an active role in developing

your leadership skills to continue your journey of excellence.



Leadership Questions

1. Describe the integrity characteristics you show your team to create

trust in the workplace.

2. How do you show respect to everyone on your team?
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